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Abstract - The complexity associated with understanding the cross-domain scope of a requirement has always been a challenge. Requirement Analysts use their experience in determining the functional scope boundaries of requirements. However, chances of missing out key concepts in domains peripheral to the domain of interest are quite high. Ontologies are increasingly becoming the standard way of representing shared understanding of a domain and their use in understanding and visualizing the cross-domain scope of requirements can be a step towards improving the completeness of requirements. We present a method - based on ontology mapping technique, and an assisting tool that would help Requirement Analysts visualize - how requirements span across multiple domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Requirement Analysts and/or Subject Matter Experts (SME) responsible for elicitation of requirements are aware of intricacies of their respective domains of expertise. But typically in any project, requirements span across multiple domains. A lack of understanding of interaction between domains can result in incomplete requirements and wrong estimation and schedule slippage thereof.

Ontologies representing domain knowledge [1, 5] can be used to manage [8, 9], improve completeness and formally represent requirements specification [10]. Different ontologies are created by ontology engineers based on individual perspectives of their respective domains. This can result in assigning different meanings to the same concepts in different domain ontologies. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present a method to identify interfaces between ontologies of different domains. Second, we propose criteria to derive conceptual model of requirements with the help of identified interfaces. The derived model visually represents multi-domain interaction in the context of a requirement and thus contributes to the understanding of a requirement by improving its completeness.

II. METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING INTERAACES

In this section we present a method for identifying interfaces between the central domain (the domain of interest) and the peripheral domain (domain peripheral to the domain of interest). Our method extends existing ontology mapping techniques [2, 3, 11-15], that focus on mapping ontologies of same domain, to identify interfaces between ontologies of different domains.

To detect interfaces or interface concepts, we compute Semantic Similarity, measured as a weighted mean of Syntactic similarity, Sense similarity and Context similarity between two concepts of different ontologies. (1) Syntactic similarity is based on the notion that if the strings of two concepts are syntactically the same, they are most likely to convey same meaning. It is computed as the Jaro-Winkler[7] distance between two strings. (2) Sense similarity takes into account the fact that each word has multiple usage sense. We use wordnet synsets [4] to compute sense similarity as a ratio of 'similar usage senses' of concepts over 'all usage senses'. (3) The association of individual concepts with their neighborhood concepts establishes the context of a concept. Taking this into account, Context similarity of two concepts is computed as a mean of sense similarity of their respective parent and child concepts.

Deriving a conceptual model requires understanding of not only the interface concepts but also the concepts associated through some relation(s) with the interface concept. We refer to the associated concepts as complementary concepts.

III. METHOD FOR DERIVING CONCEPTUAL MODEL FROM MULTIPLE ONTOLOGIES

To derive the conceptual model of requirement from multiple ontologies we need to identify (1) if the identified interface concepts represent functionality, (2) the domain of user story. We use OpenNLP [16] for concept extraction and POS tagging. The interface concept is said to be representing functionality if it is present in the list of functional user story and is part of a verb phrase or prefixed by a verb phrase. The domain of a user story is the domain to which the maximum number of extracted concepts [16] of the user story maps.

Based on the domain of the user story, the conceptual model of a user story is defined as per the following criteria -

Criterion 1. If the user story executes in peripheral domain, there is a need to register its successful completion to central domain. Here, Requirement Analyst should decide which complementary concept from peripheral domain registers this successful completion. We define this concept as the acknowledgement concept. Conceptual model in this case would include interface concepts, complementary concepts from central domain ontology, acknowledgement concept from peripheral domain ontologies, and all constraints restricting these concepts.
**Criteria 2.** If the user story executes in central domain, conceptual model would include interface concepts, complementary concepts from central domain and peripheral domain ontologies, and all constraints restricting these concepts.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Based on the method described in Section II and III, we developed an ontology-based tool. Ontologies for Insurance, Banking and Healthcare domain are created using semi-automated method discussed in our earlier work [6]. Table I lists some of the user stories of Insurance domain which are found to be interacting with peripheral domains (Banking and Healthcare), with corresponding interface concepts and complementary concepts.

### Table I. Insurance Domain User Stories Interacting with Banking and Health-care Domains (For Semantic Similarity: 0.5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Story</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>User Story Domain</th>
<th>Interface and Complementary Concepts*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US_1</td>
<td>As Insurance Company, we want policyholders to make payment of premium online through internet banking.</td>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Payment(Insurance), Premium, Risk, Transaction(Ack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US_2</td>
<td>As a Claim Scrutinizer, I should be able to view insured’s medical history in claims scrutiny screen.</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Insured-Patient(Insurance), Policy, Personal Details, Contact Details, Medical Report, Prescription, Disease, Healthcare provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US_3</td>
<td>As Claims Manager, I want system to find out symptoms which are pointers to terminal diseases in health records furnished by customer.</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Symptom(Insurance), Disease, Insurance policy, Syndrome, Organ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Interface concept, Acknowledgement concept

Figure 1. Conceptual model of US_1

The derived conceptual model of US_1, as shown in Figure 1, suggests that to automate US_1, apart from concepts from Insurance domain, we also need to consider acknowledgement concept Transaction (with associated constraints) from Banking domain.

Our method tested on sample user stories brings out that the approach can help in explicitly visualizing the cross-domain scope of requirements and improve their completeness at the stage of specification itself. However, we are aware that the completeness of ontologies is a precursor to this method. This is a first step towards solving a practical problem often encountered by Requirement Analysts and as such open to discussions and criticisms.
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